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Presentation Notes
Introduce TrainersAcknowledge that this may be some may not know how SBIRT  works or how MI fit in, and we will try and help everyone understand SBIRT and MI together as well as discuss how individuals may play different roles.MI and it’s use in many conversationsScaling- Where are you on a scale  from 1-7 with level of Enthusiasm about MI training today?- Write it down on a piece of paper. Ask for a volunteer (2) and discuss- Why a # and not a lower, What would it take to get to a higher #.Exercise-5-8 minutes.



Lets Begin With A Song

FOLLOW MY DIRECTIONS THEN SING!



What are your reactions to Change?

want to!

Do I have 
to?



Feeling two ways about a change.
With no clear direction people stuck!

Ambivalence



What is MI?
“Motivational Interviewing is a person-

centered counseling style for addressing 
the common problem of ambivalence.”

-Miller & Rollnick
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Defining Motivational interviewing is not as simple as it sounds. In early editions of Miller and Rollnick’s work, there were no definitions at all.Since that time, three levels of definitions have evolved. For a lay person a definition would be: a collaborative conversational style for strengthening a person’s own motivation and commitment to change.The next level is the clinical definition, which is: a person-centered counseling style for addressing the common problem of ambivalence.The final level is the technical definition. A collaborative goal oriented style of communication with particular attention to the language of change, designed to strengthen personal motivation for and commitment to a specific goal by eliciting and exploring the person’s own reasons for change with an atmosphere of acceptance and compassion. Motivational Interviewing grew out of the substance abuse field-where Miller and Rollnick both worked. They observed in the traditional model of addictions work, that people were expected to change and personal reason’s for not changing were never considered.Most people that want to or need to make a change (like those individuals in treatment) are ambivalent about doing so. They see both reasons to change and reasons to not change. They want to change and at the same time don’t want to. All of this is a normal part of the change process.Ultimately MI is a conversation that is geared towards increasing a movement and commitment to change.



Application of MI

 Emergency Medicine
 Primary Care
 Chronic Disease
 Mental health
 Substance Abuse
 Dentistry
 Physical Therapy



What Works Best?

Directive Following 

Guiding



“Righting Reflex”

Powerful desires to set things right, to heal, to prevent harm, to fix.

To urge to correct another’s course often an automatic “reflex.”

Natural human tendency to resist persuasion.

Where there is “Righting Reflex” there is Ambivalence!



Change Talk Influences Change

More HigherLeads to 

Change Talk Likelihood for Change



Change Talk

• Client speech that favors movement in direction 
of change.

• Specific target behavior 

• Change Talk is in present or future tense

• Usually voiced by client

• Opposite of Sustain Talk
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You heard about change talk within the Primer.As a review, Change talk is the client’s statements that argue in favor of making change.Change talk is something we work to do as a goal of MI and we want more and more change talk.



Ready,  Willing,  Able
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Presentation Notes
MI is a unique communication method because it allows us in the helping fields to assist others move through the stages of change. MI lowers ambivalence and helps people so that they are Ready, willing and Able to make a specific change.When we say readiness we mean Priorities. Someone is ready if the change ranks high enough on their list.  If a person has Reasons and need to change a person is ready.Willingness is how important the change is to them. If they DESIRE change.Being Able means how confident a person is in their ability to make the change-their own self efficacy.Recognizing Change TalkREADY-WILLING-ABLEWillingTo think about/discuss issuesTo consider how things  might be differentAbleFeel confident about ability, possibility of success/payoffReadyDecide it is important to make some changesEngage in Change planningCommit to getting into action



Motivational 
Interviewing

Desire
Ability
Reasons
Need

Commitment
Activation
Taking Steps

CHANGE!

The Flow of Change Talk

Willing

Able

Ready
Preparatory 
Language

Predicts 
Change
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We want to create more change talk because we know that Change talk demonstrates:A person’s Reasons and needs to change, Desires to change and ability to change- and when they are Ready willing and ABLE, they are more likely to make Commitments, take steps and start the process of change!TO MOBILIZE Change talk-Commitment (intension, decision)Activation (ready, prepared, willing)Taking Steps



What is MI?

Strategies

Skills

Spirit 
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MI, is not just a theroretical perspective, but rather a box of tools that can be used with many other counseling skills.MI is an ever-changing way of conceptualizing conversations we have with clients and it is best described by looking at the over all spirit of MI, the processes involved throughout MI and the skills that are most commonly used in MI.We will delve into each of these topics a little further.



Spirit of MI

Partnership
Acceptance
Compassion
Evocation
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The spirit of MI embodies four essential characteristics of the communication between a clinician and their client. Partnership, acceptance, compassion and evocation.Partnership is a newer term within Motivational Interviewing. In previous MI trainings, this concept would have been referred to as “Collaboration”.  It is a collaborative experience between two people. This partnership can often be described in the metaphor-dancing. MI is like dancing with a partner as opposed to wrestling. Two people move together instead of moving against one another. with the spirit of MI, we find that  “MI is not something done by an expert to a passive recipient”,  it is not like a teacher to a pupil. Instead, “MI is done for and with a person.” Equal partnership of two people.Acceptance  encompasses giving your client/patient accurate empathy, absolute worth, autonomy and affirmations. Empathy, or the skill of perceiving and reflecting back the person’s meaning behind their words or body language. Absolute worth is prizing the person’s inherent value and potential.Autonomy is accepting and confirming the person’s irrevocable right to self determination and choice (or informed choice).Affirmation is when the counselor accentuates the positive, seeking and acknowledging the person’s strengths and effortsCompassion is promoting the clients welfare and giving priority to the client’s needs. It’s important that a therapist doesn’t “suffer with” the client, but instead support their well-being.Evocation means eliciting rather than installing. Listening rather than telling.



Core Skills of MI
Open-ended Questions

Affirmations

Reflections

Summaries
* Advice with Permission
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MI uses core communication skills that are shared with many other forms of counseling, especially the person-centered approaches like that of Carl Rogers.OARS is an acronym many people are familiar with. Open-ended QuestionsAffirmationsReflectionsSummariesThese are four of the core skills in MI



MI Strategy

Engaging

Focusing

Evoking

Planning

Fundamental Processes
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MI focuses on four fundamental processes that guides clinicians through their work with clients.Although each of the process build on each other, the processes are not distinct and fixed.Engaging is a process that establishes a mutually trusting and helpful relationship. Engagement is a prerequisite for everything else that follows, which is why it is shown as a foundation on this slide.Focusing clarifies a particular goal or direction. Clients usually have an agenda, and providers may also have an agenda. These agendas may not always be the same. Within MI, focusing assists in having specific direction for the conversation about change. Clinicians may be using Agenda mapping during this process to prioritize and choose a focus for change.Evoking elicits the person’s own motivation for a particular change, and you may also recognize this as a key part of the spirit of MI. In most simple terms, evoking is having the person voice the arguments for change-people talk themselves into changing . During this process, a clinician will be instilling discrepancy and weighing decisional balance with their client, discussing confidence and readiness and strengthening change talk.And,  Planning encompasses developing a commitment to change and formulating a specific plan of action, strengthening commitment and supporting change.All of these steps ultimately help a clinician guide the conversation towards change. Mini-Role Play: Going “in” and Out of role to describe how the session is happening to move through the processes.



Motivational Interviewing Books
1. Motivational Interviewing: Helping People Change (3rd Edition) by William 

Miller And Stephen Rollnick, Guilford Press

2. Motivational Interviewing In The Treatment Of Psychological Problems by 
Hal Arkowitz Et Al, Guilford Press

3. Building Motivational Interviewing Skills by David Rosengren, Guilford 
Press

4. Motivational Interviewing In Health Care: Helping Patients Change Behavior 
by Stephen Rollnick, William Miller And Christopher Butler, Guilford Press

5. Motivational Interviewing With Adolescents And Young Adults by Sylvie 
Naar-king And Mariann Suarez, Guilford Press

6. Motivational Interviewing In Social Work Practice by Melinda Hohman, 
Guilford Press

7. Motivational Interviewing in Groupsby Christopher C. Wagner, Karen S. 
Ingersoll 
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Now that you have had a taste of MI, you may consider looking into these additional resources for support in developing your skills.



Motivational Interviewing 
Websites

MINT Website: 
www. Motivationalinterviewing.org

IPRC Training Portal:
www.drugs.Indiana.edu/training



Thank you!
INDIANA PREVENTION 

RESOURCE CENTER
WWW.DRUGS.INDIANA.EDU

MALLORI DESALLE

MDESALLE@INDIANA.EDU
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Thank you for participating in this introduction to Motivational Interviewing presentation.Please contact the Indiana Prevention Resource Center if you have any questions about this or other training opportunities.

http://www.drugs.indiana.edu/
mailto:mdesalle@indiana.edu
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